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About This Game

Pixel Art Monster - Color by Number is an addictive anti-stress pixel art game. Choose from a variety of fun pixel images and
follow the numbers to bring them to life. Pixel Coloring has never been this easy!

Features:

• Lots of amazing artworks
• Easy coloring: Enjoy intuitive design and smooth performance of coloring book
• Long press to color continuously which make coloring and drawing more easily.

• Easily color any image you want!

Coloring has never been easier! Just relax and color by Pixel Art Monster!

Learn how to play:

- Zoom the picture till boxes with numbers appear
- Choose colors in the palette and color boxes with matching numbers

- Use long tap feature to color neighboring cells faster
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Relaxing and fun. I like that the art starts out greyscale in the menu so you won't get a spoiler for how it will look. I got both the
DLC and I love the items the most. I love small items like food, potions, greenery, etc. They are a bit faster to finish and look so
cute. Left mouse button is used to move around the page, but also to paint more than one square. Press and hold.

I would love to see more cute items to colour in.

I also thought it might be great to have a different mode, where the palette and sequence is arranged by things like based colour,
shadows, highlights etc. I'm trying to learn how it is all put together, and feel amazed when I paint some random squares that
seem to make no sense and a beautiful picture emerges. I would love is the program would guide my knowledge somehow..
Well, I just adore a relaxing pixel game. While I don't want to compare or name drop, there are similar games out there. I
bought this on a whim. I've only completed 5 puzzles so far though had an enjoyable time doing so. It actually took me a few
minutes to figure out how to "draw" a number rather than click one square at a time. Every time I tried I could only move the
entire screen. Finally figured out to hold down the left mouse button to make a streak. The only learning curb comes within how
you control the screen. This game is very simplistic and would love to see some minor improvements over time. The sprites are
nicely done and feel the price is perfect for this game. Mind you, I'd love to see some achievements. I've no idea how many
puzzles there or how frequently they'll release new packs. I am only 5 puzzles in though am very happy with what I got. I wasn't
a fan of the music though I rarely have music with 99% of my games.
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